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Abstract
The discipline of data science is gaining attention due to a significant increase in the amount of data generated on a real-time basis. Despite the efforts from the institutions and national agencies, it has been witnessed that there have been substantial challenges in retaining and attracting students in the discipline of data science. Learning communities have been identified as effective mechanisms to improve student retention. However, fewer studies focus on student experiences within the context of a Data Science Learning Community. This study intends to investigate the student experiences within a Data Science Learning Community known as the The Data Mine (TDM) through the lens of Communities of Practice (CoP) and explore the contribution of the three tenets of CoP: domain, community, and practice in shaping student experiences. The study used a mixed-method case study design to understand the experiences of first-year students within TDM and identify the benefits and challenges associated with participating in the living-learning community. The findings of the study revealed that students considered participating in the learning community a valuable experience as it helped them collaborate with like-minded peers and mentors, also helped them develop data science skills.
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Computational and data science-related academic programs face considerable challenges to attracting and retaining students, in part because of the need for students’ positive attitudes toward learning (Felder et al., 1998; Hutchison et al., 2006; Irizarry, 2020; Koby & Orit, 2020; Surakka & Malmi, 2005). Furthermore, regardless of their majors, current professionals need to be empowered to contribute and benefit from the digital economy by taking active roles in our technology-driven society. Research suggests that changes in learning environments, along with teaching and advising methods, can result in improved retention of underrepresented minorities and women and students from all demographic groups (Seymour, 2002). Therefore, efforts must be directed toward improving students’ learning experiences that promote a “practice perspective” (Roth & McGinn, 1997, p.92). From a practice perspective, the focus of learning is on participation in authentic experiences, where learning environments: (a) are personally meaningful to the learner, (b) relate to the real world, and (c) provide an opportunity to think in the modes of a particular discipline.

Living-learning communities are academic and social assimilation mechanisms that enable meaningful experiences for students (Hurtado et al., 2020; Stebleton & Jehangir, 2016) as they promote a practice perspective. Such experiences are integral to students’ growth (Bobilya & Akey, 2002). Learning communities, thus, provide (a) a context that facilitates the acquisition of knowledge by immersing students into learning experiences (Jessup-Anger, 2015), and (b) collaboration processes and student active involvement, which results in social knowledge construction (Cross, 1998; Zhao & Kuh, 2004). The combination of situated experience and collective learning allows the learner to interact with the social context, creating meaningful learning experiences (Allal, 2001; Dewey, 1902; Jessup-Anger, 2015), and evolving into Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Through regular and meaningful interactions, learners in a Community of Practice develop common interests sharing a concern or a passion for something they want to do better. By doing so, learners participate actively with other participants such as mentors or peers in the process of learning (Li et al., 2009). In addition to contributing to the collaborative knowledge construction, such social interactions contribute to the development of professional identity (Smith et al., 2017).

Research has revealed that learning communities are an effective institutional initiative that can improve student retention, surges in academic achievement, diminished faculty isolation, and increased curricular integration (Lenning & Ebbers, 1999). But there has been insufficient focus on how the learning community experience impacts student engagement (Hurtado et al., 2020) and cognitive effects associated with student success (Barefoot, 2000; Browne & Minnick, 2005). Therefore, it is crucial to (1) conduct further research on learning communities from the point of view of the student experience (Jaiswal, Lyon,
Perera, et al., 2021; Magana et al., 2021), (2) utilize research methods that allow investigating students’ opinions and experiences (Bauer & Kiger, 2017; Virtue et al., 2019), and based on the findings, (3) identify opportunities for long-term engagement (Virtue et al., 2019). Such opportunities should facilitate student interaction and learning in a collaborative environment (Halley et al., 2013).

Social engagement acts as a vehicle that promotes academic engagement and learning (Davis & Bost Laster, 2019). Failure to engage in a collaborative learning environment leads to student attrition (Tinto, 1987). Therefore, it is crucial to help students engage in social networks with other community members and help them become academically involved in the learning (Akili, 2021). The academic and social interaction among the students, in addition, helps them develop a sense of belonging and form identities (Carrino & Gerace, 2016), which jointly contribute to academic success and student retention (Flynn et al., 2016; Pike et al., 2008).

Through this study, we explore and investigate the three tenets of the Communities of Practice framework: domain, community, and practice (Wenger, 2004) that characterize the students’ experiences enrolled in a learning community focused on enabling data science practices by engaging its members (students and mentors) in a Community of Practice herein called The Data Mine (TDM) at Purdue University. The goal of TDM is to form Communities of Practice allowing students from all disciplines, STEM or non-STEM backgrounds, to join the residential learning community and engage in data science practices under the guidance of expert faculties and mentors. This leads to the three research questions

- (RQ1) What were first-year students’ experiences within the context of the living-learning community (domain) with regards to their mentor/mentee relationships (community) and their learning of data science concepts and skills (practice)?
- (RQ2) What benefits did the students self-report being a part of a residential learning community?
- (RQ3) What challenges did the students self-report and that need to be addressed to improve their learning experiences?

**Background**

Residential or Living-Learning Communities (LLC) gained popularity around the 1960s after the G.I. Bill was introduced (Smith, 2001). The introduction of the G.I. Bill led to a surge in student enrollment at Higher Education Institutions (Micomonaco, 2011). LLCs are known to positively impact student success academically and socially (Allal, 2001; Bobilya & Akey, 2002; Cross, 1998; Stassen, 2003). Research (e.g., Bobilya & Akey, 2002; Ujj, 2020) has revealed that residential learning communities improve student engagement by providing an environment where students of similar interests can live and learn together.
Literature investigating learning communities has reported positive outcomes when implemented among students pursuing majors in STEM domains (e.g., Carrino & Gerace, 2016; Freeman et al., 2008; Russell, 2017; Spanierman et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2008). However, to the best of our knowledge, research on interdisciplinary learning communities with a central practice on data science has not been investigated. Recent works by (Irizarry, 2020; Koby & Orit, 2020) have revealed that the interdisciplinary nature of data science makes the discipline complex. Therefore data science concepts cannot be taught in a year; imparting data science knowledge requires time and effort (Irizarry, 2020). Furthermore, the report by National Research Council reveals that to provide discipline-based education, the traditional classroom education needs to be replaced or supplemented with research-oriented instructions that allow students to collaborate, socialize and work in groups to solve real problems (National Research Council, 2012).

Major institutions across the United States have implemented data science initiatives from the undergraduate level. For example, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), New York University (NYU), University of California Berkeley, and the University of Michigan have started data science programs to impart data science knowledge (Donoho, 2017). The National Academies of Sciences (2018) has also highlighted the importance of data science education “to prepare their graduates for this new data-driven era, academic institutions should encourage the development of a basic understanding of data science in all undergraduates” (p.1). Therefore, efforts must be directed to improve student learning experiences, particularly in introductory classes (Heroux & Allen, 2016). This study uses the lens of Communities of Practice to understand the impact of the three prominent characteristics of Communities of Practice that is, domain, community, and practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2002, 2004) to comprehend the experiences of the novice learners enrolled in The Data Mine (TDM).

**Theoretical Framework**

For approaching our three research questions, we adopted the theoretical lens of Communities of Practice to understand the impact of the domain, community, and practice on student experiences within the learning community under investigation. Communities of Practice is a “learning partnership among people who find it useful to learn from and with each other about a particular domain. They use each other’s experience of practice as a learning resource” (Wenger et al., 2011, p. 9). Communities of Practice allow studying environments where the students of similar interests collaborate as a group under the guidance of a facilitator or mentor to develop skills and become experts in their domain (Wenger, 2004). The Communities of Practice framework was developed by Lave & Wenger (1991) by using an anthropological lens to understand how adult learners
make meaning of their work. They studied Yucatec midwives in the American Indian community, and Vai and Gola tailor in West Africa (Mercieca, 2017). They concluded that individuals learn by socially engaging in the process of becoming a member of a community. Learning occurs within a context where individuals interact and share their knowledge, not when the teacher instructs the pupil in a classroom setting (Mercieca, 2017). According to Lave & Wenger (1991), “learning [is considered] not as a process of socially shared cognition that results, in the end, in the internalization of knowledge by individuals, but as a process of becoming a member of a sustained community” (p. 65). To recognize any community as Communities of Practice they must possess the following three characteristics domain, community, and practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2002, 2004).

The domain symbolizes “the area of knowledge that brings the community together, gives it its identity and defines the key issues that members need to address” (Wenger, 2004, para. 13). It allows members of the community to develop an identity as a group or individual based on the common interest and competence they share (Mercieca, 2017). Over time the group members develop expertise and become experts in their area of interest. The community is “the group of people for whom the domain is relevant, the quality of the relationships among members, and the definition of the boundary between the inside and the outside” (Wenger, 2004, para. 14). The community is responsible for the interaction that occurs among the members of the domain within the social context (McCann, 2003). It provides an opportunity for the members to interact, share their knowledge, and learn from one another as they interact (Mercieca, 2017). The community contains a mix of experts and novice learners. The expert learners act as a facilitator or mentor for the novice learners.

Prior research (e.g., Virtue et al., 2019; Zhao & Kuh, 2004) has investigated the benefits provided by learning communities. One of such benefits is that these environments allow the mentors and students to collaborate on intentional activities by promoting socialization and learning. Our study specifically focuses on the Corporate Partner cohort of TDM that is comprised of corporate mentors and first-year data science students. Therefore, in the context of our study, we defined community as the interaction between expert learners (corporate mentors) and novice learners (first-year data science students). The practice refers to the habit of indulging in the process of learning that requires the members to develop methods, tools, techniques, a body of knowledge, and artifacts (Smith et al., 2017). The members of the community engage in the process development of the tool, techniques, and artifacts and share among them (Smith et al., 2017; Wenger, 2004).

The Communities of Practice framework has framed numerous studies (e.g., Lindsay, 2001; Priest, 2012) as a lens for studying student learning within the context of learning communities. The study by Rehak (2018) used the Communities
of Practice framework to investigate the identity formation and learning trajectories of novice undergraduate learners living in the learning community. The study's findings revealed that communities of practice allowed the community members to interact with each other and develop identities of expert learners as they progressed within the learning community. Priest et al., (2016) conducted a study to understand the experiences of participating in a learning community for first-year undergraduate students. The study used a lens of situated learning and communities of practice to explore the motivation level of the students, how they participated and interacted with other members of the community, and how their involvement in the learning community for a year impacted their future career decisions. The results of the study indicate that first-year students found joining the learning community a motivating experience. The learning community environment allowed them to collaborate with faculty and peers and engage in collaborative learning.

The communities of practice framework has also been used in the context of Faculty Learning Communities (FLC). The study conducted by Tinnell et al. (2019) focused on how members in the FLC developed methods to improve their pedagogical approaches for teaching engineering courses. The FLC was created on the principles of Communities of Practice. Participation in the learning community allowed the faculties to learn from one another. The study results demonstrated that participating in the FLC helped the faculties to study results demonstrated that participating in FLC helped the faculties improve their teaching strategies and improve their research group collaborations. Other studies have found similar benefits of participating in a living-learning community, such as building belongingness, leadership abilities, obtaining support, and building broader and more diverse values (Jessup-Anger et al., 2019; Spanierman et al., 2013).

Implications of the Theoretical Framework for the Study Design

Since prior studies (Priest et al., 2016; Tinnell et al., 2019) have revealed the benefits of the integration of learning communities with Communities of Practice, our goal is to use this lens to evaluate the benefits of the The Data Mine (TDM). TDM can be characterized as a learning community that fosters communities of practice by allowing the people of interest (students, mentors, faculties) to come together and engage and work collaboratively to learn new skills in a specific context (Wenger, 2011; Wenger & Wenger, 2015). The Corporate Partner cohort of The Data Mine (TDM) allowed the novice learners, irrespective of disciplines, to join the learning community and develop data science skills by interacting with the expert corporate mentors in the context of corporate projects. Students work on real-world data sets under the guidance and supervision of corporate mentors (Betz et al., 2020). Corporate mentors provide tools and
algorithms that could be used to analyze the data sets and also work alongside the students to provide hands-on training for handling large and complex data sets. The engagement of the novice learners with the expert learners within the learning community helps the novice learners to develop the identity of expert learners through legitimate peripheral participation, as they move up in the Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

The implications of adopting a Communities of Practice approach to our study relate to our goal of establishing a Community of Practice with The Data Mine (TDM). Specifically for this study, we intend to focus on the three key tenets of the Communities of Practice: domain, community, and practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), to characterize The Data Mine (TDM). The domain refers to the perception of students regarding their learning of data science skills at TDM; the community refers to the perception of students about their mentor after a year-long mentor-mentee interaction, and practice refers to the perception of students about the corporate project. The study intends to understand how the three tenets of Communities of Practice can (1) help students of similar interests to come together, (2) develop effective social ties between the mentor and mentee, (3) shape data science identity, and (4) create meaningful learning experiences for the first-year students enrolled in a residential data science learning community. Within this characterization, the study identifies (a) the challenges and benefits that students experienced as part of the learning community, (b) the qualities of mentor that influenced the learners’ perceived mentor/mentee relationship, and (c) the perceived learning benefits that students acquired while working on their corporate project.

The Data Mine (TDM)

The context of the study focuses on a data science learning community called The Data Mine (TDM), located at a large midwestern university. TDM is a unique model that brings together students from all majors across the university to live in a learning community focused on foundational skills and computational and data science tools. TDM is orthogonal to a traditional data science major. Data science is geared towards developing disciplinary expertise and (simultaneously) incorporating data science tools and methodologies into student coursework and research in a supportive environment. The program allows the students to live and learn under the same roof.

TDM was piloted with 100 undergraduate students during the 2018-2019 academic year. TDM has scaled up since 2019 to 600 undergraduate students annually. Students are already organized into 20 disciplinary learning communities and 23 corporate partnerships. Each variant has a disciplinary theme that enables students to build domain expertise while simultaneously learning computation and data science.
The design and implementation of the learning experiences within TDM followed guidelines from the cognitive apprenticeship framework. Cognitive apprenticeship is a framework for teaching cognitive skills through a traditional apprenticeship model (Collins et al., 1988). Specifically, TDM implementation was guided by the four principles of cognitive apprenticeship: content, sequencing, method, and sociology, as shown in Table 1.

**Table 1. Principles of cognitive apprenticeship that guided the learning design of TDM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Embodiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Dimension is the concepts to be learned, both domain and strategic knowledge.</td>
<td>-Computational and data science tools (R environment, Unix, SQL, XML). -Data practices: representing, extracting, manipulating, interpreting, transforming, and visualizing data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing</td>
<td>Dimension is that concepts should slowly build on each other throughout the apprenticeship.</td>
<td>-Year-long introductory research course for all students. -Two-semester sequence of disciplinary courses specific to each learning community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Dimension includes concepts such as modeling, coaching, and fading of material.</td>
<td>-Students paired with a corporate partner. -Students participate in a research-based project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Dimension includes social dimensions of the apprenticeship, such as situatedness of the learning, and communities of practice.</td>
<td>-Students live together in residential learning communities. -Students working together in interdisciplinary teams.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With a focus on corporate partnerships, the program provided a holistic approach for experiencing an authentic context with the learning community. Initially, the program helped students to develop disciplinary knowledge through shared coursework. The faculty and mentors worked together to introduce data science concepts to the students. The next step was to create student groups and assist them in identifying the appropriate project to gain real-world data science experience. The students worked in groups under the guidance of corporate mentors from reputable companies. The mentors helped the students to better understand the use of data science in a real-world environment, engaging them in case studies and problem-solving. The corporate mentors taught them specific computational skills required to address the project problem. They also provided valuable feedback to students to improve their projects and tracked their progress on the weekly basis.
Students in this context reflect on their experiences in TDM. By understanding students’ experiences within learning communities, enabled by a cognitive apprenticeship model, this research aimed to better characterize the elements of a community of practice. The learning experience at TDM served as the domain as it allowed students and experts referred to as members, of similar interests to come together and develop data science skills. The opportunity for socialization and interaction between the members of TDM (in our case, mentor and mentee) within the learning community helped the members create a community. Mentors are experienced learners, as they served as a facilitator or guide to scaffold learners and provide them opportunities to succeed in the future. The practice referred to students working together and their mentors on real projects to become data science experts. As part of the curricular activities, students in TDM are expected to attend weekly or bi-weekly meetings with their corporate mentors to showcase their progress and complete bi-weekly reports. Team members were encouraged to take on individual roles, including the project manager, coding/data manager, and report manager. Students presented the deliverables of their projects in a research symposium. Students were evaluated based on timely completion of bi-weekly reports, the final poster (included the methods used to collect or analyze data, the analysis of the data, results, and conclusion), and were each given a grade by their corporate mentor. This environment allowed the students to interact constantly with peers, faculty, and mentors that helped them to reflect on their projects and articulate their findings in the research symposium.

Methods

Most of the research performed in the context of learning communities has taken a quantitative approach (Bauer & Kiger, 2017). Prior studies in the context of learning communities, as explained earlier, have identified the benefits of students’ engagement within learning communities (Flynn et al., 2016; Rocconi, 2011; Zhao & Kuh, 2004). However, in-depth qualitative research is also needed to identify what elements of such learning communities benefit learners and in what ways (Virtue et al., 2019). Thus, to answer our research questions, this study implemented a case study method to conduct a detailed investigation to understand the phenomenon under the study (Meyer, 2016). This method's flexibility helped us organize the data collection and analysis methods to suit the research question appropriately, and the openness of the approach allowed us to align the research question with the relevant theoretical or conceptual framework (Meyer, 2016). The phenomenon under investigation is the student experiences within TDM, viewed through the lens of Communities of Practice. The bound of the case is one year of student involvement in TDM. The unit of analysis is the individual student involved in TDM. The data was collected in both qualitative and quantitative forms allowing
the researchers to explore the student experiences from multiple data sources. The quantitative data were collected first, as students were asked to rate their perceptions concerning the learning experiences within TDM. Data science skills and practices were representative of the domain. The role and interaction with their mentors after one year of mentor-mentee relationship was representative of the community. Students’ learning and experience in completing a year-long project experience was representative of practice.

Further qualitative data was collected in the form of written reflections asking the students to justify the ratings provided for the three quantitative measures. Since the study intended to understand students’ experiences for the three tenets of Communities of Practice, we grouped the students into clusters using hierarchical clustering algorithms. The analysis was then followed by descriptive statistics within groups and an in-depth qualitative analysis of the student reflections for each cluster using thematic analysis.

Previous research performed by Virtue et al. (2019) and Nassaji (2015) revealed that the use of qualitative analysis had been limited in evaluating the long-term impact of learning communities. Therefore, by using qualitative methods for our study, we wanted to provide a holistic and deeper analysis of the student experiences for each student category. Permission from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) was obtained before conducting the study.

Participants

The participants for the study were 63 first-year students living in TDM. All the participants have completed their first two semesters in TDM and belonged to the corporate partner (CP) cohort. The CP cohort allowed all students to work on a corporate project under the guidance of a corporate mentor. The data collection process was de-identified; therefore, we do not have any information regarding student demographics.

Procedures and Data Collection Method

The data was collected in the form of written reflections. The CP cohort students lived in TDM and worked alongside their industry mentors on a Data Science Project. Students were asked to submit a written reflection as a part of the course of the assignment at the end of their first year. The objective of the reflection was to obtain an overall perspective on student experiences with context, mentor, and data science project (i.e., domain, community, and practice, respectively). The written reflection question had two important components: (1) a quantitative component referred to as experience rating presented in Table 2, and (2) a qualitative component that required students to justify their ratings and was referred to as reflection response, presented in Table 3.
Experience Rating

TDM required every student to submit a written reflection in the form of an experience rating at the end of their first year. The three rating questions are representative of three key tenets of the Communities of Practice theory as shown in Table 2. Students were required to rate their experiences on a scale from one to five.

Table 2. Key tenets of Communities of Practice (CoP) and Experience Rating Questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Experience Rating Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>How would you rate your experience at The Data Mine? [5 would be an exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community (Mentor/Mentee interaction)</td>
<td>How would you rate your Corporate Partner mentor? [5 would be an exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>How would you rate your Corporate Partner project? [5 would be an exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflection Responses

The students were also asked to reflect on and rationalize their TDM ratings, as shown in Table 3. Written responses for all 63 students were analyzed by conducting thematic analysis. A total of 189 responses were analyzed qualitatively. The average length of one student response for each category was domain 144 words, community 116 words, and practice 135 words.

Table 3. Key tenets of Communities of Practice (CoP) and Reflection Prompts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Questions for Reflection Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Please justify your ratings for your experience at The Data Mine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community (Mentor/Mentee interaction)</td>
<td>Please justify your ratings for your Corporate Partner mentor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>Please justify your ratings for your Corporate Partner project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis Method

The data analysis procedure consisted of a combination of hierarchical clustering, descriptive statistics, and thematic analysis approaches. The data analysis was divided into two sections: quantitative data analysis and qualitative
data analysis. To answer our first research question (RQ 1) the quantitative data analysis was performed. The quantitative data analysis involved clustering the experience ratings into three categories, followed by descriptive statistics. Further, to answer the research question two (RQ 2) and three (RQ 3) qualitative data analysis was conducted. To analyze the qualitative data in the form of reflective responses, the study used thematic analysis. The thematic analysis was used to take a deep dive into the data and identify emerging themes.

Methods for Quantitative Data Analysis

The first step for analysis was to conduct a hierarchical clustering to group 63 students based on their ratings for domain, community, and practice. Hierarchical clustering using the Ward method was used to cluster the students. Hierarchical Clustering is a widely used technique used in educational data mining. Prior studies Rodrigues et al., (2016) have used hierarchical clustering to detect patterns of student behavior while engaged in online learning. The study used the Ward method to examine the characteristics of student engagement on the online forum. (Li et al., 2009) used hierarchical clustering to profile students based on their behavior in the online learning environment to help create clickstream data. Recent studies (Antonenko et al., 2012; Jaiswal, Lyon, Zhang, et al., 2021; Magana et al., 2021; Medová & Bakusová, 2019) also demonstrated that hierarchical clustering methods such as Ward’s minimum variance can be used for small sample sizes such as 59 students in case of Antonenko et al., (2012) and 30 in-service teachers in the study by Medová & Bakusová (2019). Considering the descriptive nature of this current study, and a sample size of 63 students, the study found Ward hierarchical clustering, an appropriate methodology to group students based on the student experience ratings. The student response from all 63 students for all the three questions, refer to table 1, were clustered using hierarchical clustering. Further, the descriptive statistics for each cluster were reported in terms of mean and standard deviation in Table 5.

The study used the elbow method to identify the optimum number of clusters (Yuan & Yang, 2019). Identifying the optimal number of clusters is crucial before conducting the clustering process, as the optimal clusters explain the variance in the data. The elbow method revealed that the optimal number of clusters for this study was three clusters. Based on the optimal number of clusters obtained, the students were divided into three categories based on their scores. The three categories were: moderate experience, good experience, and exceptional experience. Table 3 represents the mean and standard deviation.
Methods for Qualitative Data Analysis

The qualitative data was in the form of written reflections; each student's reflections were evaluated using thematic analysis to identify the overarching themes. Thematic analysis was conducted for each tenet of the Communities of Practice framework. The thematic analysis process that was followed is outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006). The six steps that were followed for the thematic analysis follow (1) getting familiar with the data, (2) producing initial codes, (3) examining for themes, (4) reassessing the generated themes, (5) defining and identifying themes, and (6) creating the final report. Two researchers independently coded the data first. Later the two researchers met and created the final codebook. Based on the final codebook the data was re-coded, and themes were identified from the agreed-upon codes. The percentage agreement was calculated for establishing the inter-rater reliability for the two raters was 78 percent. The qualitative data was first categorized into codes (refer to Appendix). Codes that contributed more than 5% of the frequency were considered for generating themes. After this was done, the coded items were grouped into themes. The Appendix contains the definition and example of each theme.

Results

The results of the study are organized into three sections: the first section presents the descriptive statistics representing the overall student experiences. The second section presents the results from the cluster analysis representing the three levels of student experiences: moderate, good, and exceptional experiences. The third section describes in-depth quantitative and qualitative results for each experience category.

Overall student experiences

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the three key tenets of Communities of Practice. Table 4 below represents the mean and standard deviation for the three tenets of Communities of Practice.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the three key tenets of Communities of Practice (CoP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Experience Rating Questions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>How would you rate your experience at The Data Mine? [5 would be an exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience]</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>How would you rate your Corporate Partner mentor? [5 would be exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience]</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice

How would you rate your Corporate Partner project? [5 would be an exceptional experience, 1 would be poor experience] 4.20 0.75

Overall average scores for the three tenets of Communities of Practice were interpreted as follows: mean scores from 0.00 to 2.50 were classified as poor experiences, between 2.51 to 3.95 were classified as fair experiences, between 3.96 to 4.50 were classified as average experiences and 4.51 and above were referred to as excellent experiences. From Table 4 above, we can observe that scores for the domain and practice were perceived as average experiences, and the score for the interaction with the mentor (community) was perceived as excellent.

Three Levels of the Student Experience

Hierarchical clustering was used to further explore students’ experiences and categorize the overall student experiences into similar patterns. The output of Ward’s minimum variance approach resulted in three clusters:

Cluster 1: is the group of students that had an exceptional experience in The Data Mine
Cluster 2: is the group of students that had a good experience in the The Data Mine
Cluster 3: is the group of students that had a moderate experience in the The Data Mine

Table 5 below represents the scores for each tenet of Communities of Practice. The exceptional experience cluster students demonstrated the highest scores regarding their experience with excellent perceptions regarding their experiences with all the three tenets of Communities of Practice. The good experience cluster students demonstrated average scores for domain and practice and excellent perceived experience for the community. The moderate experience cluster students demonstrated fair scores for domain and practice and average scores for the perceived community experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Moderate Experience (N=20)</th>
<th>Good Experience (N=23)</th>
<th>Exceptional Experience (N=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 below represents the box plots for the three-student experience cluster for each tenet of Communities of Practice. The box plots in the figure reveal that students in the moderate and good experience categories faced challenges with the practice tenet, whereas students in the exceptional experience category had rewarding experiences. With regards to domain tenet, students in the good and exceptional experience categories had a mostly positive experience, but students in the moderate experience category faced challenges. Lastly, with the community tenet, students in all the good and exceptional experience categories demonstrated a rewarding experience, but students in the moderate experience category faced some minimal challenges.

**Experience of students in Moderate-Experience cluster**

The descriptive statistics in Table 5 suggest that moderate-experience students demonstrated a fair perception of domain ($M= 3.35, SD = 0.65$), and practice ($M= 3.55, SD = 0.80$), but an average perception with community ($M= 4.15, SD = 1.10$). Results from the thematic analysis performed on descriptions provided by students in the moderate-experience group demonstrate that students had a fair learning experience overall but also faced substantial challenges for the domain, community, and practice tenets. The challenge faced with the domain tenet was related to the lack of prior knowledge; around 20% of the students reported this as a challenge. Other challenges reported with the domain were lack of structure (15% of students), the inadequacy of learning material (25% of students), and personal issues (35% of students).
Community tenet consisted of mentors lacking communication skills (20% of students). Lastly, the challenges posed by the practice tenet included students that lacked technical skills (25% of students), lack of structure (15% of students), and clarity concerns (35% of students) raised by students while working on the project. Table 6 represents the main patterns regarding the benefits and challenges that emerged for the moderate-experience group's domain, community, and practice. Table 6 also presents some representative student quotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Main Pattern</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Participation in the learning community was overall a fair experience as that allowed students to collaborate and develop data science skills, but students also reported challenges such as lack of prior knowledge, inadequate learning material, and lack of structure.</td>
<td>I felt like I learned a lot about data analysis and data science methods. However, the lack of structure caused me to lots of work perhaps more hands-on mentorship could have saved me. I also felt lots of stress trying to deliver week after week. The seminar material also felt like busywork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Students found the mentor-mentee interaction valuable as mentors were supportive, committed, and knowledgeable, they experienced issues with communication and guidance.</td>
<td>I would rate my Corporate Partner mentor a four out of five. This is because he was a good mentor and provided us with lots of context as to how the data, we worked with, was collected and what we should be looking at. However, he occasionally did not have a general path we should follow as at certain times we were stumped without some background research. At certain times, he also seemed to have no idea where this project was going making it difficult to figure out what he is asking from us in the process. Overall, he was a great mentor in general.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>Students found the project experience valuable and motivating, as they used data science skills to solve real problems. But the inadequacy of technical skills on the part of students, lack of structure, and clarity posed some challenges.</td>
<td>I would rate our project as a 4/5. The concepts were interesting to explore but there was a general lack of direction at times. I was unaware of these applications before joining.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the main patterns described in Table 6, the overall experience for this group can be described by the following Theme: For the students in the moderate-experience group, participation in the learning community was a blend of benefits and challenges that impacted student’s learning experience. The context allowed them to collaborate with peers, learn under the guidance of supportive and knowledgeable mentors, and work on data science projects to develop data science skills. The factors that affected the learning experiences were, students lacked technical/prior coding knowledge, experienced personal issues, had communication issues with the mentors, and lacked adequate guidance on the project.

Experience of students in Good-Experience cluster

The descriptive statistics in Table 3 reveal that students in the good-experience group classified their experience with scores for the domain (M= 4.45, SD = 0.45) and practice (M= 4.10, SD = 0.35) as average experience. Whereas experience with the community (M= 4.60, SD = 0.35) as an excellent experience. The results from the thematic analysis performed on descriptions provided by the good-experience group led to three themes indicative of each of the tenets of Communities of Practice. The themes for the good-experience group suggest that students had an overall great experience and expressed minimal challenges for the domain and a fair number of challenges for the practice tenets. The challenge faced with the domain was related to the slow start of the semester reported by 26% of students. Lastly, for the practice, tenet students reported as the main challenge a lack of structure (17% of students) and difficulty in procuring the project data (22% of students). Table 7 represents the main patterns regarding the benefits and challenges that emerged for domain, community, and practice for the good-experience group. Table 7 also presents representative student quotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Main Pattern</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Students had a great learning experience at the Data Mine, as that helped students develop data science skills, professional skills, and work collaboratively with peers on real-world problems, students reported some minor challenges as the project start was slow.</td>
<td>I think, despite not being able to do any work the first semester, that it was still a valuable experience. The project made good use of what I had learned in previous semesters in TDM at Purdue University, and I got to experience the kind of data-driven issues that a company (one in my field of study, no less) deals with on a regular basis. It showed students that real data is never quite as sanitized as we might deal with in TDM, and it demonstrated how important data can be even to companies that are not “data science” companies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Community

Students found mentors as good leaders as they were supportive, knowledgeable, and committed. I would rate my Corporate Partner mentors a 5 overall as well. [MENTOR 1] and [MENTOR 2] were fantastic mentors. They provided very great guidance and criticism where it was needed, and helped lead me to insights I would not have seen myself with my data analyses. They were also quite flexible with everything going on, and were overall a pleasure to work with. Even when COVID complicated things in the latter part of the semester, they ensured that work for our project could continue. I believe they are truly what made my experience in the Corporate Partners program so valuable, and I would not have found the program as fulfilling without their help.

Practice

Working on a real project was a motivating and valuable experience for students, as students acquired new knowledge, but lack of structure and data issues brought up some challenges. I liked the open-ended nature of the project that we were given, which was identifying potential reasons and solutions for a shortage of [COMPANY] personnel. However, that same open-endedness did at times leave me wondering what to do and where to go as there were no real defined steps to follow. Overall, I felt it was a good experience but I would have liked a little more guidance in my work.

From the main patterns described in Table 7, the overall experience for this group can be described by the following Theme: For students in the good-experience group, participation in the learning community illustrated higher benefits and fewer challenges. Students found the learning experience valuable. It allowed them to interact with like-minded peers, work with knowledgeable and committed mentors, and feel motivated to work on real-world projects. Students raised some concerns regarding the initial pace of the project, the structure of the project, and data procurement.

Experience of students in the Exceptional-Experience cluster

The descriptive statistics suggest that exceptional-experience group had an excellent experience with all the three tenets of Communities of Practice: domain (M= 4.55, SD = 0.50), community (M= 5.00, SD = 0.00) and practice (M= 5.00, SD = 0.00). The results from the thematic analysis performed on descriptions provided by the exceptional-experience group led to three themes indicative of each of the tenets of Communities of Practice. The themes for the exceptional experience group demonstrate that students had overall an excellent experience and did not face any challenges while interacting with mentors (community) or working on the project.
Around 10% of students expressed challenges related to the domain as they found the start of the semester a bit unsteady as the first weeks were a bit confusing. Table 9 represents the main patterns regarding the benefits and challenges that emerged for domain, community, and practice for the exceptional-experience group. Table 8 also presents representative student quotes.

Table 8. Results of the thematic analysis for the Exceptional-Experience Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP Tenet</th>
<th>Main Pattern</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Students in the learning community had a great learning experience,</td>
<td>This is honestly a wonderful program, and I think our project specifically is the reason why. Our project was part of something that could help students all over campus that are just like us, and if [project] becomes a bigger deal on campus I can say that I had something to do with it. This experience was priceless.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>developed professional, data science skills, working on a real and unique</td>
<td>I would rate my experience as a 5/5. I had an exceptional experience working in TDM and the Corporate Partners program. TDM taught me a lot about R and programming, which I was able to use working with my corporate partner. The program allowed me to gain work experience and it served as a transition from the classroom to the workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>project by collaborating with students of similar interests but few students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>found the first weeks a bit unsteady and confusing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Students found mentors supportive, knowledgeable, and actively committed</td>
<td>[MENTOR] was an exceptional mentor. Her goal was to make us learn and succeed at our tasks. To facilitate this, she was available on Slack most of the time, and even included office hours to discuss issues that we were having. She is also an approachable person and is overall a great person to work with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>towards student’s success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>Students found project experience valuable as they worked in teams on real</td>
<td>The project was challenging and truly encapsulated the definition of a project. This project is something that can be accomplished by the end of the school year, only if there is a team working on it. The amount of knowledge gained from this project really sets us above the knowledge curve amongst our fellow peers, with respect to deep learning and group work. I am truly grateful for participating in this project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects, used data science skills, and acquired new knowledge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the main patterns described in Table 8, the overall experience for this
group can be described by the following Theme: For the students in the exceptional-
experience group, participation in the learning community primarily resulted in
benefits and reported negligible challenges. Students found the learning experience
great and valuable. It allowed them to work on real problems, use their prior coding
knowledge, and learn new skills by working closely with knowledgeable, active,
and committed mentors. The only challenge reported was that students found the
first few weeks were a little confusing in deliverable expectations.

Discussion

TDM focused on creating a Communities of Practice that allowed the
members to interact, socialize, and learn in the context of corporate data science
projects. The regular interaction among the members within the Communities of
Practice instilled a sense of belonging and helped them to develop identities
(Carrino & Gerace, 2016; Lave & Wenger, 1991). The results of the study indicate
that TDM had an overall positive impact on the students’ experiences. The
perception of students with regards to the domain, community, and practice
characteristics of this Community of Practice ranged from fair to exceptional,
whereas no students reported having negative or poor experiences. The reason that
students did not report negative experiences can be explained from the perspective
of communities of practice. TDM allowed students to come together, interact by
immersing themselves in “authentic learning” experiences under the guidance of
their knowledgeable mentors (Shaffer & Resnick, 1999, p.197). The mutual
engagement among the students and mentors helped the novice learners to
participate in this community by developing data science skills and become mature
learners (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Furthermore, the constant interaction among the
members of the community made the learning experiences valuable (Lave, 2004;
Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004; Wenger & Wenger, 2015). This perceived
value among the most novice of the learners allowed all students to report relatively
high scores in terms of domain, community, and practice.

Patterns from the thematic analysis revealed that overall, students reported
multiple positive experiences for all the three elements of Communities of Practice.
Specifically, the students in the moderate-experience category reported both
benefits and challenges for all the tenets of Communities of Practice. The benefits
focused on the learning experience that helped students to develop data science
skills. They also found that the mentors were supportive and that working on the
project was a valuable experience. The challenges for the moderate-experience
group were the blend of issues that students faced within the learning community
and their personal issues. For example, students reported challenges such as
inadequate learning material, difficulty communicating with mentors, personal
issues such as course load, and lack of prior programming knowledge. This lack of
prior coding knowledge continues to be an issue amongst university students engaging in the computational sciences and can often be linked to overpacked curriculum and from disciplinary instructors' lack of coding experience or lack of belief in the importance of programming (Magana & Coutinho, 2017). However, it appears that learning within a community of practice may provide the necessary support to overcome many of these hurdles that learning programming can provide.

In contrast, the benefits increased for students in the moderate-experience and the exceptional-experience groups, and challenges were almost negligible. The theme of the exceptional experience group identified that the learning experience was precious as it allowed students to collaborate with others of similar interests. They also found the mentors very helpful and the project interesting. Furthermore, none of the students in the exceptional-experience group reported issues such as lack of technical knowledge, or prior knowledge of coding, or any personal issues. They found themselves motivated and learning experiences valuable that helped them develop data science skills. One possible explanation for the observed differences between the three groups can be attributed to the prior data science knowledge students in the good and exceptional-experience groups had, whereas students in the moderate-experience group lacked the knowledge. One of the possible effects of the lack of prior and technical skills on the part of the moderate-experience group was that it made it challenging for them to understand the guidance provided by the mentor. The mentor served as a knowledgeable other to help students learn (Hausfather, 1996; Vygotsky et al., 1978). However, the knowledge students could develop through the guidance of their mentor is a function of their previous knowledge (Hausfather, 1996; Vygotsky et al., 1978). Students in the moderate-experience group experience limited development of their expertise in the area of data science, as they lacked prior knowledge, whereas students in the good and exceptional-experience groups were able to build on their existing knowledge with the help of mentors and engage in constructivist learning.

A second pattern observed across the three groups was that students considered the relationship with their mentors valuable. The results from the descriptive statistics in Table 5 suggest that experience with the mentor ranged from average to excellent. Students in the moderate-experience group found their experience with the mentors as average, whereas students in the good- and exceptional-experience groups reported their mentor experiences as excellent. The thematic analysis provided further details as only 20% of students in the moderate-experience group reported communication and guidance issues with their mentors, whereas the other two groups did not report any significant issues. This result aligns well with the literature, which has shown that mentoring can be important in improving both academic achievement and attitudes; that is to say, without a strong mentoring relationship, student attitudes will likely not see as positive results (Jekielek et al., 2002). From the perspective of communities of practice, the social
setting such as TDM allows the mentor and mentee to work together and create a shared repertoire of ideas, artifacts, and tools that could be used by other members of the community (Holland, 2018). In this case, students and mentors worked on the corporate projects, and they developed learning artifacts such as codes, data science tools to solve real problems.

Recent studies (e.g., Bottoms et al., 2020; Holland, 2018) have revealed that prolonged mentor-mentee interaction promotes the mentor and mentee to develop an informal relationship out of the social context and exchange knowledge. Since the students worked with mentors for a year, many of them developed an informal relationship as they were engaged in learning and knowledge sharing. The observed relationship-building can be explained under the lens of brokering (Bottoms et al., 2020). Brokering allows the members from two different domains (in our case, peer, faculty, and corporate mentors and undergraduate students) to come together to create a shared repertoire of knowledge and understanding. The learning community allowed the mentors and mentees to cross their learning boundaries, learn together, and reach the consensus to share and learn together. That is, it provided an opportunity to the mentors and mentees to negotiate and renegotiate the meaning of learning through constant interaction to the point of developing a collaborative relationship (Bottoms et al., 2020). The active nature of the learning community promoted the interaction between the mentors and mentees and helped each other develop their own identities within the Community of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Finally, our results indicate that mentoring experiences are effective as long as students have the prerequisite knowledge to grow and learn. The theories of Vygotsky indicate that knowledgeable others are critical to helping students learn and develop within their zone of proximal development (Hausfather, 1996; Vygotsky et al., 1978). Our results show that students who had the prerequisite knowledge (good and exceptional-experience students) reported more personal learning and growth due to their learning community and mentee experience. Instructors should seek out mentors and learning opportunities for students that align with their current level of knowledge. Additionally, mentors can be even more beneficial for minority groups (such as females in data science) to help improve student engagement and self-efficacy to be successful in the field (Alvarado et al., 2012).

**Implications for Teaching and Learning**

The results of this study have multiple implications for how institutions could implement data science instruction inside and outside of the classroom. First, given that learning is a highly social process, students should be put in situations where they are allowed to collaborate similarly to that of a learning community. Research has shown time after time that collaboration, such as that among members of a
Learning community, produces beneficial results for the students learning as well as other soft skills such as communication (Friedman & Alexander, 2007; Zhao & Kuh, 2004). This is especially true in virtual and distance learning, where face-to-face interaction within the classroom is difficult, if not impossible (Swan, 2002).

To improve the experiences of the moderate-experience group, TDM needs to impart the basic knowledge to the students with no prior experience and then gradually move them to real projects. One of the approaches could be the further application of cognitive apprenticeship theory in imparting content knowledge (Brown et al., 1989; Collins, 2006). Additional scaffolding could provide learners and mentors with tools to help the most novice of students the ability to build up their programming knowledge during the project so that it becomes less of a challenge and impact to their experience.

Another challenge of the moderate-experience group was the reported communication and guidance received from the mentor. To improve this mentor-mentee relationship, instructors can increase the structure of the meetings and make sure the meetings are driven by the needs of the mentees (Jekielek et al., 2002). Additionally, our results indicate that instructors should look to make projects and courses as tied to real-world problems and context as possible. This helps students learn that their learning is tied to previous experiences they had (Dewey, 1986). It also increases motivation for students in that they will see the value of the material they are learning (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

Other educational frameworks within engineering education have shown that realistic contexts for problems are beneficial for students (Hjalmarson et al., 2006; Lyon, 2020, 2021). Not only is this realistic and applied context good for learning, but it has been shown to help increase participation among the gender gap in data science and computing (Alvarado et al., 2012). Research also suggests that the additional layer of living-learning communities may help to further reduce the persistent gender gap in STEM by providing additional support (Pace et al., 2008).

Learning communities, specifically in a data science context, were able to take this one step further and not just provide realistic contexts but very real-world practice. Even though the study focused on a data science learning community, the results of the study are also applicable to learning communities in general. Any learning community can function as a Community of Practice by (1) identifying a relevant domain that brings the people of similar interest together, (2) providing engagement opportunities to collaborate and form a community, and (3) focusing on creating a “socially constructed” learning (Zhao & Kuh, 2004; p.117), that allows the members to learn from one another and develop tools, stories, and experiences as a part of the practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). The engagement of the members within the Communities of Practice will not just promote a sense of belonging and identity formation but also help to retain students (Weidman et al.,...
2014) and make learning happen in a socially constructed environment (Zhao & Kuh, 2004).

**Conclusion, Limitations, And Future Work**

This study helped to understand students' experiences living in a residential learning community under the Communities of Practice perspective. In addition, the emphasis of the learning community on the data science education context is a novel addition to the body of knowledge. The study's findings demonstrated that the learning community's situated nature allowed the students to collaborate, interact with mentors and peers, and provided the opportunity to work on real-world projects sponsored by corporate partners. The interaction among the members in a data science context allowed the students to develop data science skills from both experts and peers. While not every student had exceptional experiences, very few students had negative feedback regarding their experiences in the learning community. The results of this study, along with others in the literature, indicate that learning communities can be a very beneficial construct for student learning, engagement, and motivation. We expect that the results of this study will continue to help educators design and implement learning community interventions in their institutions.

Limitations of the study are those associated with qualitative research in that the study occurred in a specific context and is a particular case of a living-learning community. In addition, sample bias and sample size resulted in our findings not being statistically representative. Furthermore, since the study focused on understanding the student experiences, we can only make claims about the students’ experiences and not on their actual learning gains. However, by following a qualitative approach, our study provided us with the flexibility to gather insights from a student's perspective, allowing us to understand their opinions.

For future work, we plan to increase our sample size to conduct a mixed-method study. We will also perform a quantitative study, allowing us to compare two programs, one program within a learning community and another program in a traditional major, to understand the impact of the two settings on the students' sense of belonging and identity formation.
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## Appendix A

### Codes and definitions for the Domain (Benefits)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good Corporate Partner</td>
<td>Refers to any instance where students mentioned some benefits/positive statement related to corporate partner</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science Skills</td>
<td>Students talks about acquisition or developing technical skills, computational skills such as R, Python, etc.</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Application</td>
<td>Students mention their application of knowledge on real world project or real-world problem solving</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive Staff/Faculty</td>
<td>Students mention helping/supportive/caring/considerate Staff/Faculty at the learning Community</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Knowledge Construction</td>
<td>Students mention how with peer/mentors/people of the same interest group they worked together to solve real world problems</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Skills</td>
<td>Students demonstrate a good understand of their thought process or discuss their learning from mistakes</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Learning Experience</td>
<td>Students mention learning experience at the learning community as great, exceptional, good, interesting all these instances are classified as ‘great learning experience’</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Learning Experience</td>
<td>Students mention learning experience at the learning community as fair, average, nice or decent classified as fair learning experience’</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Skills</td>
<td>Students mention any instances of developing skills such as project management, time management, leadership, helping in career transition</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Project</td>
<td>Students mention the project uniqueness or call the project unique or how the work they did was very different from all other projects</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialization</td>
<td>Students demonstrate a sense of belonging with context, peers, faculty as a part of the Data Science group</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix B
Codes and definitions for the Domain (Challenges)

Table 11. Themes of Challenge for the Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gained No New Knowledge</td>
<td>Students mention that participating in project or learning community did not help them to acquire any new knowledge</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Lacks Prior Knowledge/experience</td>
<td>Students mention that they lack prior knowledge/experience of coding, technical knowledge, computational skills</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Issues</td>
<td>Students mention that due to personal issues such as busy schedule, food, ability to cope up affected the student's experience in the learning community</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Work</td>
<td>The students mention 'busy work' or aspects of busywork</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Structure</td>
<td>The student mentions the lack of organization, structure, directions, or clarity</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of interaction</td>
<td>The student mentions a lack of communication, meetings, or interactions</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay in Getting Data</td>
<td>Students mention that data was received late, or project outcome was affected due to delay in getting data</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate of learning Material/tools</td>
<td>The student mentions that learning materials lacked solved examples, or provided less guidance</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsteady Start</td>
<td>Student mentions start of the project/semester/corporate partner experience as slow, rough, unstable, rocky, late, confusing has been classified as unsteady start</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Guidance Initially</td>
<td>The student mentions that the guidance was less in the first semester or initially or at the start of the project</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C
Codes and definitions for the community
(Mentor/Mentee Interaction_Benefits)

Table 12. Themes of benefit for Community (Mentor Characteristics)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
<td>Students mentioned mentor as supportive, helping, caring</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>Students mentioned mentor as passionate, engaged with students, committed are classified as 'committed'</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Leader</td>
<td>Students mention a mentor as a good guide, leader, provided proper direction, led meetings, etc. are classified as a good leader.</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>Students mentioned mentor possess good disciplinary knowledge, good technical, computational knowledge</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candid</td>
<td>Students mentioned mentor as straight forward or frank in providing feedback</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Model</td>
<td>The student mentioned mentor as an inspirational person</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolded Learners</td>
<td>Instructors allowed students to explore, come up with ideas, and guided them to translate ideas into solutions.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Students mentioned mentor as proactive, actively participating in the project and discussions</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D

Codes and definitions for the community
(Mentor/Mentee Interaction Challenges)

Table 13. Themes of challenges for mentor characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only One Mentor Effective</td>
<td>Students mentioned one mentor as effective and the other as ineffective</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of guidance</td>
<td>Students mentioned there was a lack of guidance on the part of the mentor</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Clarity</td>
<td>Students mentioned a lack of clarity in providing direction or instruction on the part of mentors</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of technical knowledge</td>
<td>Students mentioned a lack of real-world knowledge on the part of the mentor</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>Students mentioned that mentors lacked communication skills</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of teaching experience</td>
<td>Students mentioned that mentors lacked teaching experience</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix E

## Codes and definitions for the Practice (Benefits)

Table 14. Themes of benefit from the Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good Mentors</td>
<td>Students mention mentors are good, helpful, supportive</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuable Experience</td>
<td>Students describe their experience with the project as great, exceptional, valuable, interesting rewarding</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science Skill</td>
<td>Students describe about acquisition or developing technical skills, computational skills such as R, Python, etc. while working on Project</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Application</td>
<td>Students mention their application of knowledge on real world project or real-world problem-solving concerning Project</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>Students describe their working as teams and talk about team cohesion or effectiveness</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired New Knowledge</td>
<td>Students mention the acquisition of any kind of disciplinary or computational knowledge while working on the project</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science Identity</td>
<td>Students demonstrate the development of disciplinary identity while working on the project</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary</td>
<td>Students describes the project experiences integration/application of various fields of study</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Knowledge</td>
<td>Students describes the use of prior knowledge while solving project problems</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Project</td>
<td>Students describes the project as unique</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated</td>
<td>Students demonstrates the drive for the project</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional skills</td>
<td>Student describes acquisition of skills such as interpersonal skills, time management, leadership, project management while working on the project</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix F

**Codes and definitions for the Practice (Challenges)**

Table 15. Themes of challenge from the Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unsteady Start</td>
<td>Student mentions start of the project as unsteady, slow, rough, unstable, rocky, late, confusing has been classified as unsteady start</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project lack real application</td>
<td>Student mentions that project lacked real application</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of technical skills (Students)</td>
<td>Students describe the lack of technical/coding/computing skills required for the project</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of structure</td>
<td>Student mentions about the lack of organization, structure, directions or clarity with respect to the project</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gained no new skills</td>
<td>Students mention that participating in project did not help them to acquire any new skill</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Issues</td>
<td>Student mentions any form of issues with data such as delay in getting data, lack of real data with regards to project</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of team cohesion</td>
<td>Students reports issues in teamwork, team effectiveness or team cohesion</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clarity/direction</td>
<td>Students mentions any lack of clarity or direction with regards to Project</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>